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editor’s preface

since the recent financial markets crisis (or crises, depending on your point of 
view), international capital markets (‘icM’) law and practice are no longer the 
esoteric topics that arguably they once were.

it used to be that there was no greater ‘show-stopper’ to a cocktail party or 
dinner conversation than to announce oneself to be an icM lawyer. Nowadays, 
however, it is not unusual for such conversations to focus – at the initiation of 
others and in an animated way – on matters such as derivatives or sovereign debt. 
indeed, even taxi drivers seem to have a strong view on the way the global capital 
markets function (or at least on the compensation of investment bankers). icM 
lawyers, as a result, can stand tall in more social settings. Their views are thought to 
be particularly relevant, and so we should not be surprised if they are suddenly seen 
as the centre of attention – ‘holding court’, so to speak. This edition is designed to 
help icM lawyers speak authoritatively on such occasions.

in part, the interest in what icM lawyers have to say stems from the fact 
that the amounts represented by current icM activities are staggering. The volume 
of outstanding over-the-counter derivatives contracts alone was last reported by 
the Bank for international settlements (‘Bis’) as exceeding $700 trillion. add to 
this the fact that the Bis reported combined notional outstandings of more than 
$180 trillion for derivative financial instruments (futures and options) traded on 
organised exchanges. crisis or crises notwithstanding, icM transactions continue 
apace: one has to admire the resilience. at the time of writing, it is reported that 
the ‘ipo machine is set to roar back into life’, with 11 flotations due in the United 
states in the space of a single week. as Gandhi said: ‘capital in some form or 
another will always be needed.’

The current interest in the subject also stems from the fact that our newspapers 
are full of the stuff too. No longer confined to the back pages of pink-sheet issues, 
stories from the icM vie for our attention on the front pages of our most widely 
read editions. Much attention of late has been given to regulation, and much of the 
coverage in the pages of this book will also report on relevant regulation and regulatory 
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developments; but regulation is merely ‘preventive medicine’. to continue the analogy, 
the courts are our ‘hospitals’. accordingly, we have also asked our contributors to 
comment on any lessons to be learned from the courts in their home jurisdictions. 
Have the judges got it right? Judges who understand finance can, by fleshing out laws 
and regulations and applying them to facts perhaps unforeseen, help in the battle to 
mitigate systemic risk. Judges who do not understand finance – given the increase in 
financial regulation, the amounts involved, and the considerable reliance on standard 
contracts and terms (and the need therefore for a uniform reading of these) – may 
themselves be a source of systemic risk.

icM lawyers are receiving greater attention because there is no denying that 
many capital market products that are being offered are complex, and some would 
argue that the trend is towards increasing complexity. These changing financing 
practices, combined with technological, regulatory and political changes, account 
for the considerable challenge that the icM lawyer faces. 

icM activity by definition shows little respect for national or jurisdictional 
boundaries. The complete icM lawyer needs familiarity with comparative law 
and practice. it would not be surprising if many icM practitioners felt a measure 
of insecurity given the pace of change; things are complex and the rules of the 
game are changing fast – and the transactions can be highly technical. This volume 
aims to assuage that concern by gathering in one place the insights of leading 
practitioners on relevant capital market developments in the jurisdictions in which 
they practise.

The book’s scope on capital markets takes in debt and equity, derivatives, 
high-yield products, structured finance, repackaging and securitisation. There 
is a particular focus on international capital markets, with coverage of topics of 
particular relevance to those carrying out cross-border transactions and practising 
in global financial markets.

of course, icM transactions, technical though they may be, do not take 
place in a purely mechanical fashion – a human element is involved: someone 
makes the decision to structure and market the product and someone makes the 
decision to invest. The thought leadership and experience of individuals makes a 
difference; this is why we selected the leading practitioners from the jurisdictions 
surveyed in this volume and gave them this platform to share their insights. The 
collective experience and reputation of our authors is the hallmark of this work.

The International Capital Markets Review is a guide to current practice in 
the international capital markets in the most significant jurisdictions worldwide, 
and it attempts to put relevant law and practice into context. it is designed to help 
practitioners navigate the complexities of foreign or transnational capital markets 
matters. With all the pressure – both professional and social – to be up to date and 
knowledgeable about context and to get things right, we think that there is a space 
to be filled for an analytical review of the key issues faced by icM lawyers in each 
of the important capital market jurisdictions, capturing recent developments but 
putting them in the context of the jurisdiction’s legal and regulatory structure and 
selecting the most important matters for comment. This volume, to which leading 
capital markets practitioners around the world have made valuable contributions, 
seeks to fill that space.
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We hope that lawyers in private practice, in-house counsel and academics 
will all find it helpful, and i would be remiss if i did not sincerely thank our talented 
group of authors for their dedicated efforts and excellent work in compiling this 
edition.

Jeffrey Golden
London school of economics and political science
London
November 2011
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Chapter 16

Switzerland
Wolfgang Zürcher*

* wolfgang zürcher is a partner at wenger & Vieli aG.

I INTRODUCTION

i International context

Switzerland is neither a member of the european Union nor a member of the european 
economic area; thus, the european legislation does not apply in Switzerland. The Swiss 
capital market, however, is highly dependent on free and unrestricted interaction with 
other european markets. as a consequence, Switzerland has to make sure that its market 
participants fulfil the minimal regulatory requirements as requested by the european 
Union, otherwise they may be restricted or prohibited from marketing their products or 
rendering their services to customers in the european Union. Therefore, Switzerland has 
to adapt its capital market legislation to the standards of the european Union. in 2011 
and 2012, a major task in this context is and will be the implementation of the alternative 
investment Fund Managers directive (‘aiFMd’)  (see Section ii.ii, infra). 

ii Legal framework

Switzerland does not have a coherent set of capital market rules. The relevant Swiss 
capital market legislation includes:
a Federal act of 22 June 2007 on the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory authority 

(Financial Market Supervision act, ‘FinMaSa’); 
b Swiss Federal act of 24 March 1995 on Stock exchanges and Securities trading 

(Stock exchange act, ‘SeSta’);
c Swiss Federal Ordinance of 2 december 1996 on Stock exchanges and Securities 

trading;
d Ordinance of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory authority of 25 October 

2008 on Stock exchanges and Securities trading;
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e Ordinance of the takeover Board on Public takeover Offers of 21 august 2008;
f regulations of the takeover Board of 21 august 2008;
g Ordinance of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory authority of 30 June 2005 

on the Bankruptcy of Banks and Securities dealers;
h Swiss Federal act of 23 June 2006 on Collective investment Schemes (Collective 

investment Schemes act, ‘CiSa’);
i Swiss Federal Ordinance of 22 november 2006 on Collective investment 

Schemes;
j Swiss Federal law of 8 november 1934 on Banks and Savings Banks (Banking 

act, ‘the Ba’);
k Swiss Federal Ordinance of 17 May 1972 on Banks and Savings Banks;
l Federal act of 10 October 1997 on Combating Money laundering and terrorist 

Financing in the Financial Sector (anti-Money laundering act, ‘aMla’); and
m Swiss Federal Ordinance of 29 September 2006 on Capital adequacy and risk 

diversification for Banks and Securities dealers.

in addition, the Swiss Code of Obligations regulates the issuance of bonds (article 
1156ff) and the public issuance of shares (article 652a).

iii The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority

as a state regulatory body the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory authority (‘FinMa’) 
is endowed with supreme authority over banks, insurance companies, stock exchanges, 
securities dealers and collective investment schemes. it is responsible for combating 
money laundering and, where necessary, conducts financial restructuring and bankruptcy 
proceedings. FinMa grants operating licences for companies and organisations subject 
to its supervision, monitors the supervised institutions with respect to their compliance 
with the requisite laws, ordinances, directives, regulations and conditions for granting 
licences. where necessary, and to the extent permissible by law, FinMa imposes 
sanctions, provides administrative assistance and regulates. 

FinMa also has supervisory powers with respect to the disclosure of participations 
in companies listed on a Swiss stock exchange. it is the complaints body for decisions of 
the takeover Board in the area of public takeover bids for listed companies.

FinMa is also responsible for ensuring that self-regulation is acknowledged 
appropriately. Self-regulation is an important part of Switzerland’s financial market 
architecture. The Swiss financial sector’s leading self-regulatory bodies include the Swiss 
Bankers association, the Swiss Funds association, SiX Swiss exchange and the Swiss 
Chamber of trustees and auditors. FinMa generally examines whether the aim of a 
regulatory project may be achieved by self-regulation. where self-regulation turns out 
to be the appropriate means, FinMa leaves this area to the self-regulatory bodies either 
by refraining completely from regulatory intervention or by restricting itself to defining 
objectives and principles. FinMa does not regulate in areas where the law provides 
exclusively for self-regulation, one example being the exclusive self-regulatory powers 
granted to the stock exchanges by SeSta. However, the law often requires that such 
self-regulations be approved. 
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The legal nature of the rules and regulations of self-regulatory bodies such as the 
SiX Swiss exchange is unclear in Switzerland. For example, article 62, Paragraph 2 of 
the SiX listing rules stipulates that appeals against decisions of SiX bodies may be filed 
at the SiX Swiss exchange Board of arbitration. On 1 december 2010, however, the 
Swiss Federal Court ruled that article 9, Paragraph 3 of SeSta, which provides for 
the competence of civil courts, prevails in any case. The court also held that article 62 
of the SiX listing rules does in this case not constitute a written agreement between a 
shareholder of a listed company and the SiX Swiss exchange to elect an arbitration court. 
Unfortunately, the court exclusively focused on the question at hand and did not decide 
on the general legal nature of the SiX listing rules.1

as a general rule, decisions of FinMa may be appealed at the Federal administrative 
Court, the decisions of which may be appealed at the Swiss Federal Court. 

II THE YEAR IN REVIEW

i Developments affecting debt and equity offerings 

Of the numerous acts and regulations that entered into force in 2011, the following are 
of particular interest.

On 1 January 2011, the new FinMa anti-Money laundering Ordinance entered 
into force. it deals with the duties of the financial intermediaries to prevent money 
laundering and terrorist financing as set down in aMla. The new ordinance unifies 
and simplifies three pre-existing ordinances. The only notable change is the waiver of the 
duty to perform due diligence for low-value assets.

On 1 January 2011, FinMa published a Circular on Financial intermediation. 
it is aimed at financial intermediaries in the para-banking sector and self-regulatory 
organisations recognised by FinMa. This Circular reflects FinMa’s practice concerning 
activities coming under aMla. it specifies how FinMa interprets the applicable anti-
money laundering rules and the concerning obligations of financial intermediaries. it 
also clarifies when a professional practice of financial intermediation exists. The Circular 
also makes clear that investment companies excluded from the Collective investment 
Schemes act come under aMla.

The SiX regulatory Board has published revised rules on the disclosure of 
management transactions. The revised rules have entered into force on 1 april 2011 and 
are intended to simplify disclosures.2

On 7 april 2011 FinMa published guidelines on preliminary reporting 
requirements for establishing a physical presence abroad. Banks and securities dealers 
intending to establish a physical presence outside Switzerland are subject to compliance 
with the preliminary reporting requirements as prescribed in the Ba and SeSta. The 

1 decision 4a_533/2010 of 1 december 2010 (BGe 137 iii 37 ff.); discussed by arroyo/
Spillmann, Gesellschafts- und Kapitalmarktrecht (GesKr) 2/2011, 245ff and by von der Crone, 
Schweizerische zeitschrift für wirtschafts- und Finanzmarktrecht (Szw), 4/11, 400ff.

2 www.six-exchange-regulation.com/admission_manual/08_02_02_07-COM201007_en.pdf.
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guidelines outline when there is a duty to inform and the details that are to be submitted 
to FinMa.

On 1 July 2011 FinMa published a communiqué regarding FinMa Circular 
2008/38 concerning ‘Market Conduct rules – reporting to the exchange’ confirming 
that securities transactions for the purpose of price stabilisation or price management 
(temporary smoothing of volatile market prices) for a predetermined, extendable periods 
of time are permissible on the SiX Swiss exchange/Scoach Switzerland. However, 
the period and the stabilisation objectives are to be reported to the stock exchanges. 
Furthermore, matched orders are permissible where they are placed for permissible 
economic reasons (e.g., tax benefits, changes in accounting) and at prevailing market 
prices. Such transactions are also to be reported to the stock exchanges in advance.3

SiX Swiss exchange and liquidnet announced on 8 July 2011 the launch of a 
new platform for non-displayed equity block trading with the roll-out of approximately 
3,000 equities in five european equities markets: Switzerland, UK, France, Germany 
and the netherlands, with more equities markets planned to be added over time. The 
platform allows SiX Swiss exchange members and liquidnet’s buy-side members to 
execute large block trades safely and efficiently via this new liquidity source.4

On 31 august 2011 the Swiss Federal Council has published the dispatch 
concerning an amendment of SeSta dealing with stock market offences and market 
abuse.5 in terms of content, the grounds for criminal prosecution of insider trading are to 
be overhauled. in addition, qualified constituent elements have been created for insider 
trading and share price manipulation. The criminal stages of appeal are to be streamlined, 
whereby authority to prosecute and assess stock exchange offences will be transferred to 
the Office of the attorney General and the Federal Criminal Court. The ban under 
supervisory law on market manipulation shall also apply to unsupervised entities such as 
hedge funds and private investors. any violations are planned to be punished by FinMa 
within the scope of administrative proceedings. Furthermore, sanctions and penalties 
shall be significantly increased. For example, the maximum fine in case of a violation of 
reporting obligations is proposed to be 10 million Swiss francs. Sanctions will also apply 
in case a market participant fails to make a mandatory tender offer. The revised SeSta 
will enter into force at the earliest on 1 January 2013.

ii Developments affecting derivatives, securitisations and other structured 
products 

in March 2011, the Federal Council instructed the Federal department of Finance to 
prepare a draft for amending CiSa. The intention is to adjust the legal provisions for 
the managers of collective capital investment assets in order to bring them in line with 
international developments. in particular, access to the eU market should be ensured. 

3 www.six-exchange-regulation.com/admission_manual/09_04_02-Ser201102_en.pdf.
4 www.six-exchange-regulation.com/media_releases/online/media_release_201107080721_

en.pdf.
5 www.efd.admin.ch/dokumentation/gesetzgebung/00570/02282/index.html?lang=en.
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The background to this initiative is that the aiFMd, adopted by the eU in 
november 2010, governs the management, custody and distribution of collective capital 
investments that are not covered by the UCitS directive, the existing set of eU regulations 
for investment funds. For example, with respect to the delegation of asset management 
functions to non-eU Member States, aiFMd requires equivalent supervision and 
cooperation between the competent supervisory authorities. as a consequence, non-eU 
asset managers have to become subject to these strict regulations, otherwise they lose 
access to the funds of qualified eU investors managed by collective investment schemes. 
Unlike in the eU, the distribution of foreign collective capital investments to qualified 
investors is not regulated in Switzerland. Moreover, asset managers of foreign collective 
capital investments are not regulated either. without considerable amendment of CiSa, 
Swiss managers would be prevented or significantly hindered from acting for european 
collective investments or from marketing their products in the eU. Thus, the planned 
amendment of CiSa will have the effect that all asset managers of Swiss and foreign 
collective investment schemes are supervised. The requirements for depositories and the 
rules concerning the marketing to qualified investors will become more restrictive. The 
purpose of the amendment of CiSa is therefore to ensure that Swiss financial service 
providers and their products will continue to be able to access the european market. 
Furthermore, a transition from the eU to Switzerland of eU service providers that do 
not want to be subject to the more stringent eU regulations will be prevented.

On 29 June 2011 the Swiss Federal Council amended the Collective investment 
Scheme Ordinance, effective as of 15 July 2011. The new rules provide for the obligation 
to prepare a formalised simplified prospectus for securities funds and other funds for 
traditional investments. The requirements are listed in a new annex 3 of the Ordinance. 
By doing so, the Swiss Federal Council mirrors similar rules of the european Union 
(UCitS iV), based on which the distribution of certain securities have to be documented 
by a ‘key information document’.

On 15 October 2010 SiX Swiss exchange has created a new regulatory standard 
for exchange-traded products and issued the respective regulations concerning listing 
and the maintenance of listing. The new regulations comprise the ‘additional rules for 
the listing of exchange traded Products’, the related ‘Scheme G – exchange traded 
Products’ and the ‘directive on the Procedures for exchange traded Products’.6

iii Cases and dispute settlement

Scope of the Swiss Collective Investment Act
Collective investments Schemes are regulated by CiSa and subject to the supervision 
of FinMa. Holding companies, companies that conduct an operating business and 
investment clubs (if its members are able to administer their own economic interests) are 
exempted, respectively not supervised by FinMa.7 if FinMa concludes that a company 
is subject to regulation, it requires the company to take the steps necessary to conform 
with CiSa. if the company is not able to comply in a timely manner, FinMa will likely 

6 www.six-exchange-regulation.com/admission_manual/08_02_02_04-COM201004_en.pdf.
7 article 2 of CiSa.
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order its mandatory liquidation. The consequences of whether a company is exempted 
from the applicability of CiSa are therefore sometimes of existential relevance to the 
parties involved. However, the range of CiSa is anything but clear. FinMa interprets 
the purpose and the applicability of CiSa in a rather expansive way and, on the other 
hand, restricts the applicability of the exemptions mentioned above. to illustrate this, 
the Amman case8 will be briefly outlined, dealing with the distinction between collective 
investment schemes and exempted operating companies. This case deals with a structure, 
where a manager created multiple limited companies, each of which was intended to 
carry out specific real estate investments. investors who wanted to invest in a certain 
real estate project could invest into the limited company that developed and marketed 
the concerning real estate project. The manager of the various project companies in this 
case was dr amman aG. each project company was intended to acquire an investment 
object and to lease it out for 15 years; 6.25 per cent of the invested capital was intended 
to be distributed annually to the investors. 

Since each of the limited companies had a very specific real estate project as its 
core business, which had to be individually managed  and marketed, the defendants were 
of the opinion that each company was an operating company and therefore exempted 
from the applicability of the CiSa. FinMa, however, held that they were subject to 
CiSa, prohibited the companies from continuing their business by injunctive order, put 
an official procurator in charge and subsequently ordered the mandatory liquidation of 
dr amman aG and of the project companies. On 5 november 2010 the Federal Court 
confirmed the applicability of CiSa but held that the mandatory liquidation sanction was 
disproportionate9 and referred the matter back to the Federal administrative Court. 

The important question in this matter was: what distinguishes exempted operating 
companies from regulated collective investment schemes? in a first step, the Swiss Federal 
Court summarises the tests developed by various Swiss authors.10 The criteria developed 
by Swiss authors include the company’s direct contribution to the creation of value; 
the flexibility of the investment vehicle to quickly change the investment portfolio 
(low flexibility indicates operating business); the possibility of investors influencing 
investment policy and investment decisions (a lack of which is an indication of an 
collective investment scheme) as well as the duration of the investment in the company 
(whereas long-term investments indicate operating business). The Federal Court did not 
endorse any of the above tests; however, neither did it develop a test by itself. it simply 
held that the question whether a collective investment scheme or an exempted operating 
company exists must be decided based on an evaluation of all the facts of the specific 
case. The Federal Court’s approach of ‘i know it when i see it’,11 does not help clarify the 
significant uncertainties in this matter. 

8 decision 2C_571/2009 of 5 november 2010.
9 Because the companies in question had already existed when the CiSa entered into force on 1 

January 2007 and – until that moment in time – had been in full compliance with applicable 
laws.

10 decision 2C_571/2009, e. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
11 andreas Bohrer, ‘Mission impossible’ in Kollektivanlagenrecht, GesKr 1/2011, p. 77.
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The general approach of FinMa in this matter seems to be that contrary to the 
clear wording of the exemption in article 2, Paragraph 2d of CiSa, FinMa does not 
primarily look whether a company is conducting an operative business; it rather focuses 
on the ultimate purpose of the company. if it set up as a collective investment vehicle, 
it falls under CiSa. a collective investment scheme – according to FinMa – seems to 
exist whenever funds of investors are raised to be collectively invested and managed on 
behalf of such investors. 

This approach leads to a rather disturbing conclusion:  most real estate companies 
have the management of their assets outsourced. FinMa seems to qualify outsourced 
management functions as an indication that a collective investment scheme exists. 
The same applies to another safe harbour: the holding companies. what if a holding 
company is financed by multiple investors and managed by a third party? in the light of 
FinMa’s and the Federal Court’s jurisdiction, it is far from being clear whether in such 
case the clear safe harbour provision of article 2, Paragraph 2(e) of CiSa12 still applies 
without restriction. taking into account the potentially drastic consequences of a non 
compliance with the CiSa, ranging from forced liquidation to criminal sanctions, this 
uncertainty is most unsettling for managers and investors in Switzerland. 

Public versus private offerings and obligation to prepare a prospectus concerning debt 
offerings, including convertible debt securities
according to article 1156 of the Swiss Code of Obligations (‘the CO’), public offerings 
of bonds require a prospectus. in addition, if the debt securities are traded on a Swiss 
Stock exchange, they are subject to the listing and prospectus requirements of the 
concerning Stock exchange. article 1156, Paragraph 2 of the CO defines the minimal 
content of an offering prospectus.13 This information is rather limited.14 The information 
that is required by Swiss law, and often not provided for in a foreign prospectus, is: (1) 
a five year dividend history; (2) disclosure of the provisions of the articles of association 
concerning conditional and authorised capital; and (3) the statutory (not consolidated) 
financial statements.

non-public offerings of debt securities that are not listed on a Swiss Stock 
exchange or any other regulated market do – as a general rule – not require a Swiss issue 
prospectus. However, if Swiss franc debt securities are governed by Swiss law but issued 
by non-Swiss issuers and directly placed with the clients of Swiss banks involved in the 
issuance, a prospectus has to be prepared.15

12 according to Section 2 Paragraph 2(d) of CiSa ‘companies which combine under common 
control by voting majority or by other means one or several companies into a group of 
companies (Holding Companies)’ are exempted from the applicability of CiSa.

13 The requirements for prospectuses defined by Swiss Stock exchanges go considerably further.
14 in addition, based on considerations concerning Swiss private international law, a non-Swiss 

issuer is well advised to comply not only with Swiss legal requirements, but also with the 
prospectus requirements and the disclosure obligations of its home jurisdiction.

15 See Swiss Bankers association’s Guidelines regarding notes from Foreign issuers.
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The public (or private) offering of debt securities in Switzerland (which are not 
traded on a stock exchange) does not in principle require an official authorisation or 
registration. Further, a prospectus for a public debt offering does not have to be approved 
by any governmental or regulatory body. 

The CO does not provide for a definition of the term ‘public offering’. Since Swiss 
courts have so far not given clear guidance, uncertainty exists in this respect. as a very 
general rule one may say that a public offering is addressed to an open group of unknown 
recipients. in contrast, a private offering targets addressees that are individually elected 
and known to the issuer and that are individually approached. in a private offering, the 
issuer is able to prepare a list of all the individuals that have been approached (which is, in 
any case, advisable). Private offering memoranda should also contain a clear prohibition 
to further distribute the document. 

Publications on the issuers’ websites are likely to be qualified as public. Thus, 
the freely accessible information on the issuer’s website according to which potential 
investors are invited to subscribe is most likely to be qualified as a public offering. There 
are additional requirements that may have to be met for the public offering to occur ‘in 
Switzerland’.

There have been attempts to find a purely quantitative definition of public 
offering. in the past, it was often argued that an offer addressing more then 20 investors 
shall be deemed to be public. Under the influence of the Prospectus directive, there are 
authors who argue that this number should now be 100. 

in the Baumann case,16 on 14 december 2009 the Federal Court provided some 
guidance concerning the definition of public advertisement. The question at hand 
concerned the promotion of a foreign collective investment scheme. This question is 
of considerable significance since in case of a public promotion, both the foreign fund 
as well as the distributors need licences under CiSa. in the absence of such licence 
FinMa may liquidate the fund or the distributor. Furthermore, the marketing of such 
investment scheme may constitute a criminal offence. 

The investment scheme involved 14 persons and an investment volume of about 
6 million Swiss francs.

FinMa ruled that the scheme was publicly promoted, but the Federal Court 
did not support FinMa’s view. First, it confirmed its previous decisions according to 
which the FinMa circular 2008/08 concerning public advertising under the collective 
investment schemes legislation merely describes FinMa’s interpretation of the term 
‘public advertisement’. This circular provides for a very broad definition and is not binding 
on the courts. Second, the Swiss Federal Court confirmed that non-public offerings are, 
among others, promotions that are addressed only to qualified investors. in addition, the 
court held that an advertisement is ‘non-public’ if the circle of approached investors is (1) 
qualitatively limited, based on the relationship between the issuer and the addressees or 
(2) quantitatively limited, based on the consideration that a reasonably limited number 
of approached persons can per se not be deemed to be public. The court, however, did not 

16 decision 2C_89/2010, 2C_106/2010.
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define a number below which a safe harbour for private placement exists. it merely held 
that each case has to be assessed based on its specific circumstances.

The public offering of debt securities in Switzerland (which are not traded on a 
stock exchange) in principle does not require an official authorisation or registration. it 
is, however, necessary, that a prospectus is prepared that fully complies with the (rather 
limited) requirements of the CO. a company that fails to prepare an adequate prospectus 
may face severe legal consequences, because FinMa may hold that such a company 
qualifies as a professional money lender, without having the required qualifications and 
the authorisation under Swiss banking law.17 in such a situation, FinMa is likely to order 
the mandatory liquidation of the company that does not comply with the applicable 
Swiss banking laws. On 29 March 2011 the Swiss Federal administrative Court ruled 
that FinMa was correct to order the mandatory liquidation of a company that issued 
an Mtn in the total amount of $400 million, divided into bonds of $100,000 each, 
because the issuer had failed to publish a prospectus that complied with article 1156 of 
the CO.18

iv Relevant tax and insolvency law

Withholding tax
dividends and similar cash or in-kind distributions are subject to Swiss federal withholding 
tax imposed on the gross amount at a rate of 35 per cent. Thus, the issuer may only pay 
out 65 per cent of the gross amount due. The withholding tax is usually fully reduced 
at source and refundable in full to a Swiss resident who receives a distribution if such 
Swiss resident is the beneficial owner of the distribution and duly reports the gross 
distribution received in his or her individual income tax return or, as the case may be, 
recognises the distribution for tax purposes as earnings in his or her income statements. 
non-Swiss-resident beneficiaries of such distributions may be entitled to a partial or full 
refund of the withholding tax in accordance with the Switzerland–eU agreement on 
savings taxation or any applicable double taxation convention between Switzerland and 
the beneficiary’s country of its tax residence. 

Income and profit tax
individuals resident in Switzerland who hold equity or debt securities in their private 
property are required to include dividend and interest payments (including liquidation 
proceeds and stock dividends) in their personal income tax return and are subject to 
Swiss federal, cantonal and communal income tax thereon. a capital gain resulting from 

17 article 3a of the Swiss Banking Ordinance states that debenture bonds and other standardised 
debt instruments issued for mass trading or rights with similar function not evidenced by 
certificates (book register securities) do not qualify as professional money lending if a prospectus 
is prepared that complies with article 1156 of the CO. Ex contrario, FinMa concludes that 
any lendings that are not based on a prospectus in the sense of article 1156 of the CO must be 
qualified as a professional money lending. as a consequence, such lendings may only be issued 
by authorised banks and public institutions.

18 BVGer B-4710/2009 of 29 March 2011.
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the disposal of equity securities by such persons is not subject to Swiss federal, cantonal 
and communal income tax and a capital loss is not tax-deductible. 

Swiss-resident corporate and individual taxpayers as well as corporate and 
individual taxpayers resident abroad who hold equity or debt securities as part of Swiss 
business assets and who receive dividend distributions or interest payments are required 
to recognise such receivables and any capital gains realised on equity securities in their 
income statements for the respective tax period subject to Swiss federal, cantonal and 
communal individual or corporate income tax; capital losses are tax deductible. The 
same tax treatment applies to Swiss-resident individuals who, for income tax purposes, 
are classified as ‘professional securities dealers’. Corporate taxpayers may qualify for 
participation relief on the dividend income as well as on the capital gain if the shares 
they hold represent at least 10 per cent of the share capital or a fair market value of at 
least 1 million Swiss francs respectively, if the shares they sold represent at least 10 per 
cent of the share capital and have been hold for at least one year. 

Net worth and capital taxes
an individual who is a Swiss resident for tax purposes, or is a non-Swiss resident holding 
equity or debt securities as part of a Swiss business operation or a fixed place of business 
is required to include such assets in its wealth that is subject to cantonal and communal 
wealth tax. no wealth tax is levied at the federal level. 

legal entities resident in Switzerland or non-Swiss resident legal entities with a 
Swiss permanent establishment are subject to cantonal and communal capital tax. The 
cantonal and communal capital tax is levied on the basis of the net taxable equity of the 
legal entities. no capital tax is levied at the federal level. 

Federal capital issuance tax and transfer stamp tax
The issuer of equity securities is liable for the Swiss federal capital issuance tax upon 
issuance of equity securities, at a rate of 1 per cent on the cash consideration received 
for the issuance of the new shares net of certain costs incurred in connection with the 
offering. There exists a free threshold amount of 1 million Swiss francs that is not subject 
to this capital issuance tax.

debt securities are subject to Swiss issuance stamp tax of 0.12 per cent for bonds 
or 0.06 per cent for cash bonds. This tax is levied on the par value of bonds per annum 
of the duration of the issuance by a Swiss issuer.

The transfers of debt and equity securities may be subject to a federal securities 
transfer stamp tax at a rate of up to 0.15 per cent for Swiss securities respectively 0.3 per 
cent for foreign securities, as well as the SiX turnover fee (including the Federal Banking 
Commission surcharge), both calculated on the purchase price or the sale proceeds, 
respectively, if such transfer occurs through or with a Swiss bank or another Swiss 
securities dealer, as defined in the Swiss Federal Stamp tax act. There are exemptions to 
this rule.
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10/20 rule
a Swiss speciality in this context is the ‘10/20 rule’. Briefly, a loan is considered a bond 
(triggering the aforementioned tax consequences: stamp tax, withholding tax on interest 
payments and transfer stamp tax) if a domestic borrower borrows money exceeding 
500,000 Swiss francs from more then 10 non-bank lenders under identical conditions. 
if the conditions of a loan that exceeds 500,000 Swiss francs are not identical and if the 
loan is granted by more then 20 non-bank lenders, then a loan is considered a cash bond 
(with the tax consequences stated above).

a bond or cash bond issue by a non-Swiss issuer is subject to Swiss taxes (stamp tax, 
withholding tax and transfer stamp tax) if the issuance is guaranteed by a Swiss company 
and the funds raised are directly or indirectly made available to a Swiss company. 

Insolvency law
Swiss insolvency law provides specific protection for bond holders. article 1183f of the 
CO stipulates that in the case of bankruptcy of the issuer, the bond holders’ meeting 
may nominate a representative who will then act as the authorised representative of all 
bond holders. The respective power of attorney can be granted before an issuer falls into 
liquidation.

On 8 September 2010 the Swiss Federal Council issued its dispatch for an 
amendment of the Swiss debt enforcement and insolvency law. The purpose of the 
amendment is to facilitate the financial restructuring of companies. For example, the 
general requirements of a creditor relief agreement will be less stringent. 

v Role of exchanges, central counterparties and rating agencies

Role of Swiss exchanges
SiX Swiss exchange and bx Berne exchange publish statistical overviews on their trading 
activities.19 Compared with SiX Swiss exchange, bx Berne exchange is perceived as 
a rather small exchange, preliminary designed for national or even local issuers and 
products. 

Central counterparties
SiX x-clear functions as a central counterparty (‘CCP’) for securities trading on SiX and 
provides the following functionalities: 
a assumption of counterparty risk: SiX x-clear automatically becomes the 

counterparty for all its members trading clearing-eligible securities at SiX Swiss 
exchange (including the SlS segment). when a trade is accomplished on the 
trading platform (matching), a contract resulting from this trade is no longer 
concluded between the two stock exchange participants; instead, the CCP steps 
in to the trade by representing the buyer to each seller and the seller to each 
buyer.

19 www.six-swiss-exchange.com/statistics/monthly_data/overview/2011_en.html; https://www.berne-
x.com/market.
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b Post-trade anonymity: as a clearing house, the CCP occupies an intermediary 
position between the trading parties. This ensures full post-trade anonymity at the 
CCP and CSd level. 

c Settlement netting: the optional offsetting of delivery and payment obligations 
allows for reduction of the overall settlement volume and the number of delivery 
instructions. 

d risk management: a central risk management serves to determine the members’ 
individual risk positions and margin requirements. Compared to calculation on 
a gross basis, net exposure (i.e., the off-setting of risk positions) reduces the total 
collateral to be pledged.20

Rating agencies
On 21 March 2011, FinMa invited market participants to comment on its proposal to 
amend FinMa –  Circular 08/26 concerning rating agencies. The revision of Circular 
08/26 ensures certain minimal quality standards of rating agencies. The amendments 
proposed by FinMa reflect the amendments made by international organisations, such 
as iOSCO or BCBS to their rules and regulations concerning rating agencies after the 
financial crisis. Thus, the iOSCO ‘Code of Conduct Fundamentals for Credit rating 
agencies (2008)’ and ‘a regulatory framework for more resilient bank and banking 
systems’ (Basel iii) issued by BCBS in december 2010 are the basis of FinMa’s 
amended Circular. However, rating agencies approved by FinMa are not subject to 
FinMa supervision in the sense of article 3 of FinMaSa. in the case of authorisation 
of foreign rating agencies, FinMa may rely on the supervision of foreign supervisory 
authorities. The revised Circular will enter into force on 1 January 2012.21

vi Other strategic considerations

Legislation concerning ‘too big to fail’
in the aftermath of the financial crisis, the federal parliament approved on 29 September 
2011 amendments of the Swiss banking legislation addressing the systemic risks of big 
banks.22 By 2018, systemically important banks (currently UBS and Credit Suisse) should 
build up more capital, meet more stringent liquidity requirements and improve their 
risk diversification. Moreover, they should be organised in such a way that a national 
economy’s systemically important functions are ensured even in the event of threatened 
insolvency. The proposed package of measures is designed to prevent the state from having 
to use tax revenues in the future in order to bail out systemically important banks.

The proposed capital adequacy rules go well beyond the requirements of Basel iii. 
For implementation of the more stringent capital requirements, various instruments will 
be provided for in the Banking act, such as the creation of specific reserve capital and 
convertible capital. in addition, capital raising shall be facilitated by creating new equity 

20 See in detail: www.six-x-clear.com/ccp/xclear-dienstleistung.pdf.
21 See www.finma.ch/d/regulierung/anhoerungen/documents/eb-rs-ratingagenturen-20110325-d.pdf.
22 www.efd.admin.ch/dokumentation/gesetzgebung/00570/02265/index.html?lang=en.
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and contingent equity instruments and contingent convertible bonds (‘CoCos’).23 The 
Federal Council further proposes tax measures to promote the issue of bonds, and thus 
also CoCos.

The bill includes regulation of the remuneration of those systemically important 
banks that have to be bailed out using federal funds despite all efforts to strengthen 
financial sector stability. in such cases, the Federal Council will be obliged to order that 
adjustments be made to the remuneration system of the bank in question. The bill is 
largely based on the recommendations of the Commission of experts, which submitted 
its final report to the Federal Council on 30 September 2010.

The legislative amendments will come into force at the start of 2012 at the earliest. 
transition periods up to 2018 should facilitate implementation.

III OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

Switzerland is currently under significant political pressure to further cooperate with 
other states in order to avoid tax evasion. Foreign states try to force Swiss banks to 
disclose data of non-Swiss citizens with accounts in Switzerland. while the Swiss banks 
are generally willing to take measures to prevent tax fraud and tax evasions, they are very 
reluctant to disclose specific, individual client data to third parties.

The strong Swiss franc has become a severe burden for Swiss export industry. 
while a euro cost more then 1.50 Swiss francs in august 2009, it had fallen to less then 
1.04 Swiss francs by august 2011. in order to weaken the dangerously strong Swiss franc 
and thereby to defend the Swiss export industry, the Swiss national Bank declared on 6 
September 2011 that is has defined a minimal exchange rate of 1.20 Swiss francs per euro 
and that it is willing to defend this exchange rate by buying as much foreign currencies 
as needed in order to keep the Swiss francs–euro exchange rate at 1.20. The effects of 
this decision on the Swiss economy and the Swiss capital market are not easy to foresee. 
in the short term, the stronger euro certainly helps the Swiss export industry. in case of 
new disruptions in the eurozone, however, it is unclear whether the Swiss national Bank 
will be able to maintain this exchange rate and what the inflation risk in case of huge 
interventions by the SnB would be. 

Therefore, one may say that the pressure of foreign states on the Swiss tax system 
and on the Swiss bank secrecy, the necessity to adapt to european capital market rules, 
and the need to fight the strong Swiss franc will be some of the important driving forces 
in the Swiss capital market system in 2012.

23 CoCos are bonds that are converted into equity capital or written off after a specific event 
occurs (when a threshold, or trigger, is reached).
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